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Abstract: In this paper we compute the superconformal index of 2d (2, 2) supersymmet-
ric gauge theories. The 2d superconformal index, a.k.a. flavored elliptic genus, is computed
by a unitary matrix integral much like the matrix integral that computes the 4d supercon-
formal index. We compute the 2d index explicitly for a number of examples. In the case
of abelian gauge theories we see that the index is invariant under flop transition and un-
der CY-LG correspondence. The index also provides a powerful check of the Seiberg-type
duality for non-abelian gauge theories discovered by Hori and Tong.
In the later half of the paper, we study half-BPS surface operators in N = 2 super-
conformal gauge theories. They are engineered by coupling the 2d (2, 2) supersymmetric
gauge theory living on the support of the surface operator to the 4d N = 2 theory, so that
different realizations of the same surface operator with a given Levi type are related by a
2d analogue of the Seiberg duality. The index of this coupled system is computed by using
the tools developed in the first half of the paper. The superconformal index in the presence
of surface defect is expected to be invariant under generalized S-duality. We demonstrate
that it is indeed the case. In doing so the Seiberg-type duality of the 2d theory plays an
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1 Introduction
In recent years, a lot of progress has been made on exact results in supersymmetric gauge
theories. A quantity that is especially amenable to exact computations is the superconfor-
mal index. It can be defined for any superconformal gauge theory as the super-trace over
the Hilbert space in radial quantization. As is the case with any Witten index, the super-
conformal index is protected against quantum corrections and deformations that preserve
the superconformal symmetry. As a result, the superconformal index can be computed in
the free limit in case SCFT admits such a limit. Despite being easy to compute, the super-
conformal index encodes very useful physical information. It counts all the short multiplets
of the theory modulo the equivalence relation that sets to the short multiplets those can
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recombine to form a long multiplet. The superconformal index, or index for short, was
computed for four dimensional gauge theories in [1–3]. In [4–7] it was used to probe four
dimensional Seiberg/toric dualities. It was also used in [8–13] to test newly conjectured
dualities for the N = 2 and N = 1 theories of class S. The three dimensional index has
also proved useful in analyzing 3d N = 2 theories of class R [14]. In this paper, we take
the next natural step and compute the superconformal index for 2d (2, 2) gauge theories.
Of course, a quantity closely related to the 2d superconformal index, the elliptic genus,
of (2, 2) theories has been widely studied in the literature. Our treatment of the 2d index
differs from that of the elliptic genus. The elliptic genus was discovered in [15–17] and has
since been computed1 for Landau-Ginzburg models [18–20], WZW/coset models [21–26]
and supersymmetric non-linear sigma models on Calabi-Yau targets [25, 27]. In almost all
the computations, the modular property of the elliptic genus plays a crucial role, see [28]
for the application of modularity. In this paper, we approach the problem from the point
of view of the gauge theory and derive a matrix model to compute the index. It is well
known that a supersymmetric 2d gauge theory leads to the non-linear sigma model on its
moduli space. For non-anomalous gauge theories without superpotential, this moduli space
is a non-compact Calabi-Yau manifold. The flavor symmetry of the gauge theory maps to
the Calabi-Yau isometry. We refine the 2d index by equivariant parameters a.k.a. flavor
fugacities ai that couple to the Cartan subgroup of this symmetry. As a result, our 2d index
is a function of q, y and ai as opposed to the ordinarily used elliptic genus that is function
of only q and y. The target space can be made into a compact Calabi-Yau by introducing
an appropriate superpotential. As we will see in the bulk of the paper, the elliptic genus
of the resulting compact space can be easily obtained from the superconformal index or
equivariant/flavored elliptic genus of the parent non-compact space.
In the second half of the paper, the tools developed in the first half will be applied
to study the half-BPS surface operators in N = 2 superconformal gauge theories. The
half-BPS surface operators in N = 4 super Yang-Mills have been studied in great detail
in [29, 30]. The authors define the surface operator by prescribing a co-dimension two
singularity in the field configuration that preserves half the supersymmetry. They also
show that such singularity can be induced in the field configuration by first coupling the
4d theory to new degrees of freedom living on the support of the surface operator and
later integrating them out. The two dimensional theory can have description in terms of
a (4, 4) supersymmetric non-linear sigma model or a (4, 4) supersymmetric gauge theory.
It is the latter description that will be of most use for our purposes. Compared to N = 4,
the surface operators in N = 2 theories remain somewhat unexplored. For the theories of
class S, they are related to degenerate vertex operators of Liouville theory [31]. One can
construct a subset of possible half-BPS surface operators by taking infinite tension limit of
dynamical BPS vortex strings. The superconformal index of the surface operators of this
type in N = 2 theories of class S was computed in [12] via indirect means. For a discussion
on nonabelian semi-local vortex strings, see e.g. [32]. Corresponding brane construction
has been described in [33].
1The references cited are but a few examples. They are not meant to be exhaustive.
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In this paper, we utilize the construction of the surface operator as the 4d gauge theory
coupled to 2d gauge theory. As long as the 2d gauge theory satisfies a certain criteria
including (2, 2) supersymmetry, this construction engineers a half-BPS surface defect. We
see that the subset of surface operators coming from the infinite tension limit of the vortex
strings can also be obtained this way. We compute the superconformal index of surface
operators in the UV where the 2d-4d system is weakly coupled. The 2d gauge theory index
obtained in the first part of the paper will play an important role in this computation.
Outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we will define the 2d index and
compute it for the (2, 2) chiral and vector multiplets which are the basic building blocks of
(2, 2) supersymmetric gauge theories. We will also compute the index of Landau-Ginzburg
models and in the process learn an important lesson about the effect of superpotential terms
on the index. In section 3, we compute the index of abelian gauge theories and study the flop
transition and CY-LG correspondence in this context. Section 4 is devoted to non-abelian
gauge theories. We will perform a powerful check of the Hori-Tong duality by computing the
index on either sides of the duality. In section 4.3, we discuss the physical interpretation
of q-difference equations satisfied by the 2d index. The remaining part of the paper is
devoted to the study of surface operators. In section 5.1 we consider the surface operators
in N = 4 SYM. These surface operators are classified by so called Levi subgroups of the
gauge group. We engineer the 2d gauge theory for surface operator of arbitrary Levi type.
We then move to surface operators inN = 2 theories in section 5.2. We compute their index
and demonstrate its invariance under the S-duality of the four dimensional theory. This
computation involves identification of the embedding of 2d (2, 2) superconformal algebra
into 4d N = 2 superconformal algebra. In the last section, section 6, we consider the
special subset of surface operators obtained from the infinite tension limit of the vortex
string and relate our index to the one obtained in [12]. Some interesting properties of the
multiplet indices are summarized in appendix A.
2 2d index
Let us start by defining the 2d superconformal index for (2, 2) superconformal theories.
We take it to be the flavored elliptic genus in the NSNS sector. The choice of NSNS
sector over the RR sector will be justified in section 5.2 when we compute the index
of four dimensional gauge theory in the presence of surface defect. The generators of
(2, 2) superconformal algebra needed to define the superconformal index are: left-moving
conformal dimension HL, left-moving R symmetry JL, left-moving supercharges G±L and
their right-moving counterparts HR, JR and G±R respectively. In addition, the (2, 2) theory
can have flavor symmetry F which commute with the entire (2, 2) superconformal algebra.
We pick G = G+R . Then the 2d index with respect to G is:
I2d(aj ; q, y) = Tr(−1)F qHLyJL
∏
j
a
fj
j . (2.1)
Here fj are Cartan generators of the flavor symmetry. The symmetries appearing in this
definition, HL, JL and fi, have the property that they all commute with G. Through the
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HL JL f index
φ 0 0 1 a
φ 0 0 −1 1/a
ψ+
1
2 −1 1 −q
1
2a/y
ψ+
1
2 1 −1 −q
1
2 y/a
∂ 1 0 0 q
ψ
(0)
− 0 0 −1 −1/a
Table 1. Letters with δ = 0, the only letters contributing to the superconformal index. The
superscript of ψ
(0)
− indicates that only the zero mode of ψ− contributes to the index.
standard arguments about the Witten index, only the states with δ = 0 contribute to the
index, where δ := {G,G†} = 2HR + JR.
One of the main objectives of the paper is to compute the superconformal index of
the (2, 2) gauge theories. A general (2, 2) gauge theory can be constructed out of chiral
multiplets and vector multiplets. One can also allow the matter fields to be in twisted chiral
representation of the superalgebra but we will not be considering such representations in
this paper. Using the argument for the protection of the superconformal index, it can be
computed in the zero coupling limit of the gauge theory. In this limit, the role of the vector
multiplet is essentially to impose the Gauss law. The index is computed by multiplying
the contribution of all the multiplets and imposing the Gauss law by integrating over the
gauge group. The integration prescription will be described in section 3 and 4, for now, we
compute the index contribution of individual multiplets.
Index of the chiral multiplet. The chiral multiplet Φ satisfies D±Φ = 0. Its superfield
expansion is given by,
Φ = φ+ θαψα + θ
+θ−F, (2.2)
where F is an auxiliary field. In table 1 we list the component fields of the chiral multiplet
with δ = 0 and their contribution to (2.1). Note that a free chiral multiplet admits a U(1)
flavor symmetry f . We have introduced the fugacity a for it. Summing these contributions,
we get the “single letter index” fΦ(a; q, y). The index of the chiral multiplet IΦ(a; q, y) is
given by its plethystic exponent PE.
fΦ(a; q, y) =
a+ 1/a− q 12a/y − q 12 y/a
1− q − 1/a
IΦ(a; q, y) = PE[fΦ(a; q, y)] := exp
( ∞∑
n=1
1
n
fΦ(a
n; qn, yn)
)
=
θ(aq
1
2 /y; q)
θ(a; q)
. (2.3)
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We have defined θ(x; q) := (x; q)(q/x; q) and (x; q) =
∏∞
i=0(1 − xqi). In what follows, we
will be using the variable t := q
1
2 /y instead of y. With this redefinition, the index becomes,
I2d(aj ; q, t) = Tr(−1)F qL0+ 12J0t−L0
∏
j
a
fj
j . (2.4)
As the index of the chiral multiplet will play an important role in the rest of the paper, we
coin a new function for it
∆(a; q, t) := θ(at; q)/θ(a; q) = IΦ. (2.5)
This function enjoys a number of interesting properties including modularity. They are
summarized in the appendix A.
Let us add the superpotential W = Φk+2. This term breaks the U(1) flavor symmetry
f and the theory flows to a fixed point where the superpotential is marginal. This is the
famous Landau-Ginzburg description of k-th minimal model. In our notation, the r-charge
of W is 1. This determines the r-charge of Φ to be 1/(k + 2). In fact, the r-charges of all
the states are obtained from r-charges of the corresponding states in the free theory via,
rLG = rfree +
1
k + 2
f. (2.6)
This dictionary allows us to compute the index of the interacting fixed point immediately
ILG = ∆((q/t)1/(k+2); q, t). After the spectral flow to RR sector, the index exactly matches
with the elliptic genus of of k-th minimal model [18, 34]. Note that for k = 0, the superpo-
tential is a mass term and the theory is empty at low energies. The index also trivializes
to 1 in agreement with this fact. In summary, the superconformal index of a chiral field
of r-charge r is simply IΦr(q, t) = ∆((q/t)r; q, t). From the modular property (A.6) it
follows that,
IΦr(e−2pii/τ , e−2piiσ/τ ) = eipi
σ
τ
((1−2r)(σ−τ)−1)IΦr(e2piiτ , e2piiσ). (2.7)
Note that the coefficient (1− 2r) appearing in the exponent of the pre-factor is exactly the
central charge ĉ of the fixed point corresponding to the chiral multiplet of r-charge r.2 The
superconformal index of a general (2, 2) theory also transforms covariantly under modular
transformation. The central charge ĉ is the coefficient of ipiσ2/τ in the exponent of the
modular pre-factor.
2.1 Index of Landau-Ginzburg models
Now we consider a Landau-Ginzburg model with N chiral fields Φi. They interact with
the superpotential W (Φi) which is pseudo-homogeneous:
W(λr1Φ1, . . . , λrNΦN ) = λW(Φ1, . . . ,ΦN ). (2.8)
This implies that the r-charge of Φi in the IR is ri. The superconformal index of the fixed
points is then
∏
i ∆((q/t)
ri ; q, t). On the other hand, the index of the free UV theory of N
2The superconformal central charge ĉ is related to the ordinary central charge c as c = 3
2
ĉ.
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chiral multiplet is
∏
i ∆(ai; q, t), where ai is the fugacity for each U(1) symmetry rotating
each field Φi individually. Note that the index of the interacting theory is simply given by
the substitution ai → (q/t)ri in the index of the free theory. Of course this reasoning is
valid only if the theory doesn’t develop accidental U(1) symmetry at low energies. This
exercise illustrates an important point that is much more universal:
• After adding the superpotential, a 2d theory flows to a non-trivial fixed point
where the r-charges of operators are determined by imposing the marginality
of superpotential.
• The superconformal index of the IR fixed point is obtained from the index of free
(or weakly coupled) UV theory simply by appropriate substitutions ai → (q/t)ri ,
assuming we have kept track of all the flavor symmetries present in the UV.
This observation leads to an immense simplification. It allows us to focus only on (2, 2)
theories without superpotential. That is what we will do from now on.
Orbifold. The superconformal index of the Zk orbifold of this LG model is given below.
As previously explained, it suffices to consider the case without superpotential. The index
is computed by summing over all flat Zk bundles. They are labeled by holonomies γ, γ′ ∈
Zk [19, 20]. The superconformal index of the orbifolded LG model is
ICN/Zk(ai, q, t) =
1
k
k−1∑
a,b=0
N∏
i=1
∆(ωak q
b/kai; q, t), (2.9)
where ωk is the primitive k-th root of unity.
Index of the vector multiplet. In addition to chiral multiplets, an important ingre-
dient for (2, 2) gauge theories is the vector multiplet. The gauge invariant field content of
the vector multiplet is given by its field strength multiplet. After dualizing, this multiplet
becomes the twisted chiral multiplet σ. In this paper, we will be considering superconfor-
mal gauge theories with a linear twisted superpotential W˜ = ζ trσ. The marginality of this
interaction determines the r-charge of σ, JL = 1 and hence HL =
1
2 . The single letter index
of the vector multiplet fV can be obtained by listing the letters of σ multiplet with δ = 0.
We have done that in table 2. Summing the contributions, we get
fV (q, t) =
−2q + t+ qt
1− q . (2.10)
The vector multiplet index IV (q, t) is obtained by its plethystic exponent.
We can also get the vector multiplet index IV (q, t) via the following shortcut. Consider
the U(1) gauge theory coupled to a single chiral multiplet. After super-Higgs mechanism,
the vector multiplet “eats” the chiral multiplet to become massive. This results in the
empty theory at low energies with superconformal index 1. As far as the superconformal
index is concerned, the Higgsing is implemented by picking the residue at a = 1. Here a is
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HL JL index
σ 12 1 q
1
2 y
σ 12 −1 q
1
2 /y
χ+ 1 0 −q
χ+ 1 0 −q
∂ 1 0 q
Table 2. The gauge invariant field content of the vector multiplet is encoded in its field strength
multiplet. This multiplet is a twisted chiral multiplet with primary σ.
the fugacity associated with the U(1) gauge symmetry. This prescription is motivated by
the similar Higgsing prescription for 4d theories as discussed in [12].
1 = Resa=1∆(a; q, t)IV (q, t) ⇒ IV (q, t) = (q; q)
2
θ(t; q)
. (2.11)
Indeed we see that IV (q, t) = PE[fV (q, t)]. The index of the non-abelian vector multiplet,
U(k) for instance, is obtained by introducing the fugacities ai for all the Cartans of U(k).
The single letter index of the U(k) vector mutiplet is fV (q, t)χadj(ai). Taking the plethystic
exponent we get,
IU(k)V (ai; q, t) =
(
(q; q)2
θ(t; q)
)k∏
i 6=j
((
1− ai
aj
)
∆
(
ai
aj
; q, t
))−1
. (2.12)
3 Index of abelian gauge theories
In this section we start our investigation of the superconformal index of the (2, 2) gauge
theories. The (2, 2) supersymmetric gauge theories in 2 dimensions are constructed out of
chiral multiplets Φ and vector multiplets V . For a given field content, the (2, 2) theory is
labeled by the superpotential W , a holomorphic function of chiral superfields. As advocated
below (2.8) we will be considering the case with W = 0. For each abelian factor in the gauge
group we will add the FI term ζΣ where Σ is the corresponding twisted chiral field-strength
multiplet.
As detailed in [35], when the U(1)A R-symmetry is non-anomalous, the beta function
for ζ vanishes and the gauge theory leads to a family of conformal field theories labeled by
ζ. For Imζ →∞, the moduli space of vacua of the gauge theory is given by a Calabi Yau
X. In this limit, the gauge theory is described as a nonlinear sigma model on the moduli
space X. On the other hand, as Imζ → −∞, the moduli space is given by Calabi Yau X˜
which is generically different from X. In this limit the gauge theory has the description in
terms of nonlinear sigma model on X˜. The sigma models on X and X˜ are two phases of
the same theory, they are continuously connected as we go from Imζ →∞ to Imζ → −∞.
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Gauge theory index. As emphasized earlier, the superconformal index of the gauge
theories can be computed in the free limit. We multiply the index contribution of all the
multiplets of the theory to get the index over the entire Fock space. Then we impose the
Gauss law by integrating it over the gauge group. This gauge group integral can be reduced
to integral over the Cartan torus i.e. to the integral over the gauge fugacities, at the expense
of introducing the van der Monde determinant measure
∏
i 6=j(1−ai/aj). Any gauge group
integral is always accompanied by the corresponding vector multiplet index (2.12). The
van der Monde determinant cancels with the same factor in (2.12) to give us the integral:
I =
∮
[dU(k)]IU(k)V . . . =
1
k!
(
(q; q)2
θ(t; q)
)k ∮ ∏
i
dai
2piiai
∏
i 6=j
1
∆(ai/aj ; q, t)
. . . . (3.1)
We effectively get an integral over the Cartan torus with a new measure. The . . . denotes
the contribution of the matter multiplets to the index. This integral is reminiscent of the
one computing superconformal index of four dimensional gauge theories [4, 8].
An alternative treatment of the gauge theory index involves localizing the path integral
to integral over two sets of zero modes, the holonomies around the two cycles of the torus.
The localized path integral also has one set of fermionic zero modes. Roughly speaking,
the fermionic zero mode cancels with the one of the bosonic zero modes to yield the final
expression (3.1). Readers should refer to [36] for details.
In this section, we utilize this prescription to compute the superconformal index of the
abelian gauge theories. Before we proceed to concrete computation, it will be useful to
note the analytic structure of the chiral multiplet index ∆(z; q, t).
∆(z; q, t) =
θ(t; q)
(q; q)2
∑
i∈Z
ti
1− zqi . (3.2)
Note that ∆(z; t, q) has a pole at z = qj for all j ∈ Z. We will perform the fugacity integrals
by evaluating the residues using above expression for ∆.
Residue prescription. Consider a U(1) gauge theory with N chiral mutliplets of charge
Qi. The condition for the cancellation of U(1)A anomaly is
∑N
i=1Qi = 0. Using (3.1), the
superconformal index of this gauge theory is
I(ai; q, t) = (q, q)
2
θ(t, q)
∮
dz
2piiz
N∏
i=1
∆(zQiai; q, t) =:
∮
dz
2piiz
J (z, ai; q, t). (3.3)
where ai is the fugacity for U(1)i symmetry rotating the i-th chiral mutliplet. Note the
transformation of the integrand under z → zq, using (A.2)
J (z, ai; q, t)→ J (zq; ai; q, t) = (1/t)
∑N
i=1QiJ (z, ai; q, t). (3.4)
Interestingly
∑N
i=1Qi = 0 is the condition for the vanishing of U(1)A anomaly. So for
theories flowing to nontrivial SCFTs, the integrand is periodic under z → zq. This means
that the integrand is naturally defined on the torus rather than the complex plane. Let us
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Residue prescription
b
bq
bq2
b/q
a 1
qa 1
q2a 1
a 1/q cancel
• Closing the contour towards zero; only residue at z= b
I(a, b; y, q) =  (ab; y, q) as expected!
Thursday, November 29, 12
Figure 1. The pole structure of the integrand. The residues at poles z = a−1 and z = b sum to
zero. The arrows indicate canceling contributions to the integral along the unit circle.
look at the poles of the integrand more closely. As an example, take N = 2 and Qi = ±1.
Due to the periodicity, the residue at z = a−11 and at its image z = a
−1
1 q
j are equal i.e.
Resz=a−11
= Resz=a−11 qj
. Moreover, as the residue from poles in the fundamental region of
the torus should sum to zero,
Resz=a−11
= −Resz=a2 . (3.5)
Because |ai| < 1, the pole at z = a2 is just inside the contour and the pole at z = a−11 is
just outside. The residues at z = a−11 q
j and at z = a2q
j cancel pairwise for each j inside
the contour, see figure 1. We only pick up I = Resz=a2 . We can also choose to close the
contour to∞ which will pick up −Resz=a−11 . Both these residues are equal, thanks to (3.5).
In a somewhat ad hoc fashion, we ignore the contribution coming from the singularity at
the origin. We justify this prescription by checking it in simple abelian examples.
As we will see later, for non-abelian gauge theories, the index is computed by inte-
grating over the Cartan subgroup of the gauge group. As in the abelian case, the U(1)A
anomaly cancellation condition implies that the integrand is elliptic in all the fugacities.
The poles in the fundamental domain of a given fugacity are contributed by the chiral
multiplets that are charged positively as well as negatively under the corresponding Car-
tan. The contour prescription then instructs one to perform the sum of the residues at the
positively charged poles only (or equivalently, minus the sum of residue at the negatively
charged poles). This procedure is repeated for all the Cartan generators.
This residue prescription is reminiscent of the contour integration that computes the S2
partition function of the (2, 2) theories. For positive (negative) values of the FI parameter
the contour integration picks out the residues at the poles coming from positively (nega-
tively) charged chiral multiplets. Similarly we can associate a given residue prescription of
the index to a definite sign of the real part of FI parameter ζ and hence to a particular
phase of the 2d theory. For the case of nonlinear sigma models, this can be verified by
computing the elliptic genus using target space formulas. We will not be doing that in this
paper as that will lead us far from the main point of this paper.
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3.1 Flop transition
As the first concrete example, consider U(1) gauge theory with N chiral multiplets of charge
+1 and N chiral multiplet of charge −1. The superconformal index is
I(a,b; q, t) = (q; q)
2
θ(t; q)
∮
dz
2piiz
N∏
i=1
∆(zai; q, t)∆(bi/z; q, t) (3.6)
The symbols a and b stand for the collection of variables {ai} and {bi} respectively. The
contour prescription gives two different presentations of the index:
I+(a,b; q, t) =
N∑
j=1
∆(ajbj ; q, t)
∏
i 6=j
∆(aibj ; q, t)∆
(
bi
bj
; q, t
)
(3.7)
I−(a,b; q, t) =
N∑
j=1
∆(ajbj ; q, t)
∏
i 6=j
∆
(
ai
aj
; q, t
)
∆(biaj ; q, t). (3.8)
In the first case, we have collected the residues at the poles contributed by negatively
charged chiral multiplets, z = bi and in the second case, the residues are summed over
the poles at z = a−1i which are contributed by the positively charged chiral multiplets.
Interestingly, the poles of this integral are in one to one correspondence with the N vacua
of the theory. This is indeed expected because the residue at each pole contributes 1 in
the limit all fugacities go to zero. In this limit, the superconformal index reduces to the
Witten index which counts vacua of the theory (with sign). At low energies, this gauge
theory exhibits two phases. In the limit Imζ →∞, the physics is described by the nonlinear
sigma model on ⊕Ni=1O(−1)B → CPN−1A . On the other hand, in the limit Imζ → −∞, we
get a nonlinear sigma model on ⊕O(−1)A → CPN−1B . This transition has been called
the flop transition in the literature. Essentially the base and the fiber of the Calabi-Yau
swap their roles, i.e. A ↔ B. Because the indices I+ and I− are also related by a ↔ b,
we interpret I+ and I− to be the superconformal indices of the two phases. They are
manifestly equal.
Phase transition under the sign change of Imζ is a generic feature of (2, 2) abelian gauge
theories. We will see that the lesson learned in this example holds in general: the index
of the phase obtained in the Imζ → ∞ limit is computed by summing the residues of the
poles coming from positively charged chiral multiplets while the index of the other phase is
obtained by summing the residues coming from negatively charged chiral multiplets. They
are equal by construction. In this example, the two phases had very similar sigma model
descriptions. That is not the case in general. Next example illustrates this point to a
greater effect.
3.2 CY-LG correspondence
Consider a U(1) gauge theory with N chiral field of charge −1 and 1 chiral field of charge
+N . The U(1)A anomaly vanishes as the gauge charges sum to zero. The theory flows to
a nontrivial fixed point labeled by ζ. For Imζ → ∞, we get a sigma model on O(−N) →
CPN−1 and for Imζ → −∞, we get a CN/ZN Landau-Ginzburg model. This is the classic
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case of the so called CY-LG correspondence discovered in [35]. The superconformal index
of the UV gauge theory is computed by the integral,
I(a, b; q, t) = (q; q)
2
θ(t; q)
∮
dz
2piiz
∆(bzN ; q, t)
N∏
i=1
∆(ai/z; q, t). (3.9)
Evaluating it in two ways as before, we get
I+(a, b; q, t) =
N∑
j=1
∆(baNj ; q, t)
∏
i 6=j
∆
(
ai
aj
; q, t
)
(3.10)
I−(a, b; q, t) = 1
N
N−1∑
j,k=0
N∏
i=1
∆
(
ωjNq
k
N b
1
N ai; q, t
)
. (3.11)
From (2.9) we see that I− is precisely the index of CN/ZN Landau-Ginzburg orbifold, one
phase of the theory. Hence we claim that I+ is the index of the other phase i.e. of the
nonlinear sigma model on O(−N)→ CPN−1. Again, I+ = I− by construction.
It is straightforward to generalize the discussion in this section to theories with multiple
U(1) gauge groups. Depending on the values of the FI parameters, the gauge theory
engineers a sigma model on a toric Calabi-Yau. All phases of this theory are related by what
is known as the toric-duality. Our treatment of the superconformal index automatically
implies that the superconformal index of all the toric dual Calabi-Yau manifolds is equal.
4 Non-abelian gauge theories
Now we turn our attention to non-abelian superconformal gauge theories. The focal point
of this section will be a U(k) gauge theory with N fundamental chiral multiplets and other
chiral multiplets required to cancel U(1)A anomaly. Depending on whether the matter
content includes an adjoint chiral field or not, these theories can be divided into two classes.
The motivation for this division comes from the fact that vacuum classification for these two
types of theories is vastly different. For theories without adjoint chiral multiplet, the vacua
correspond to k choices out of N while for the theories with adjoint chiral multiplets, the
vacua are classified by length N partitions of k. The carefully engineered theories of the
former class exhibit interesting Seiberg-type duality under the exchange of gauge group
U(k) ↔ U(N − k). This is consistent as the number of vacua (Nk ) is symmetric under
k ↔ N − k. Some of these dualities were first discovered by Hori and Tong [37]. We will
first analyze theories without adjoint chiral multiplet and then consider the theories with
adjoint chiral multiplet. The later will play an important role in section 6.1.
4.1 Without adjoint matter and Hori-Tong duality
The moduli space of a U(k) gauge theory with N fundamental chiral multiplets is the
Grassmannian Gr(k,N). Inspired by the the four dimensional Seiberg duality and the
equivalence Gr(k,N) ' Gr(N − k,N), this theory is conjectured to be dual to U(N − k)
gauge theory with N fundamental chiral fields. The U(1)A symmetry is anomalous in these
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theories. We are interested in studying the superconformal index hence we would like to
cancel the anomaly to get an SCFT. Let us look at the following ways of doing so.
1. Add ` chiral fields, i-th field transforming in det−qi representation s.t.
∑`
i=1 qi = N .
2. Add N chiral fields transforming in the anti-fundamental representation.
3. Use SU(k) gauge group instead of U(k).
Adopting these three options gives us three different versions of the Seiberg-type duality
for superconformal theories. We will analyze all of them one by one.
Version 1. In this subsection, we consider the option 1 and demonstrate that the super-
conformal index is equal on both sides of the duality. We will take ` = 1 for definiteness,
generalization to arbitrary ` is straightforward. Consider the U(k) gauge theory with N
fundamental chiral fields and 1 chiral field in transforming in det−N representation. Its
index is computed by the integral:
I(1)k (a,b; q, t) =
(
(q; q)2
θ(t, q)
)k 1
k!
∮ k∏
α=1
dzα
2piizα
∆(a(
∏
z)−N ; q, t)
∏k
α=1
∏N
j=1 ∆(bj/zα; q, t)∏
α 6=β ∆(zα/zβ; q, t)
.
(4.1)
We have introduced fugacities bi for the SU(N) flavor symmetry of N fundamental chiral
multiplets. They obey
∏
i bi = 1. The fugacity a is for the U(1) symmetry rotating
the single remaining chiral multiplet. The denominator is the contribution of the vector
multiplet. We pick the residues at the poles coming from negatively charged chirals, zα =
biα . This choice of the pole is indicated by the subset {iα : α = 1, . . . , k} ⊂ {i : i =
1, . . . , N}. As is the case with abelian gauge theories, the poles of the nonabelian index
integral are also in one to one correspondence with the vacua of the theory. The fact
that there are
(
N
k
)
number of poles is promising because this number is symmetric under
k ↔ N − k. Summing over all the residues,
I(1)k (a,b; q, t) =
∑
{iα}
∆(a(
∏
α biα)
−N ; q, t)
∏k
α=1
∏
j 6=iα ∆(bj/biα ; q, t)∏
α 6=β ∆(biα/biβ ; q, t)
=
∑
{iα}
∆(a(
∏
s∈{iα}
bs)
−N ; q, t)
∏
s∈{iα}
∏
r∈{iα}
∆(br/bs; q, t). (4.2)
The subset {iα} is the complement of the subset {iα}. It is easy to see that the second line
is completely symmetric under the exchange ({iα} ↔ {iα}, bi ↔ b˜i := b−1i ). This leads to
the identity,
I(1)k (a,b; q, t) = I(1)N−k(a, b˜; q, t). (4.3)
The equation (4.3) serves as a powerful check of the duality version 1.
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Version 2. In this section we analyze the variation of the Seiberg-type duality for the
superconformal field theory resulting from adding N anti-fundamental chiral fields to the
U(k) gauge theory with N fundamental chiral fields. This is the electric side of the duality.
In this case we will see that the magnetic dual theory doesn’t just involve changing of
gauge group to U(N − k) but also the addition of meson fields coupled to the matter field
via cubic superpotential, reminiscent of the Seiberg duality in four dimensions. The index
of the electric side is computed by the integral,
I(2)k (a,b, c; q, t) =
(
(q; q)2
θ(t, q)
)k 1
k!
∮ k∏
α=1
dzα
2piizα
∏k
α=1
∏N
j=1 ∆(czαaj ; q, t)∆(cbj/zα; q, t)∏
α 6=β ∆(zα/zβ; q, t)
.
(4.4)
The variables a,b are the fugacities for SU(N)A × SU(N)B flavor symmetry while c is the
fugacity for the (relative) U(1) symmetry. Again the poles of this integral are at zα = biα .
The poles are classified by the subset {iα} as before.
I(2)k (a,b; q, t) =
∑
{iα}
∏k
α=1
∏
j ∆(c
2ajbiα ; q, t)∏
α 6=β ∆(biα/biβ ; q, t)
k∏
α=1
∏
j 6=iα
∆(bj/biα ; q, t)
=
∑
{iα}
∏
s∈{iα}
∏
j
∆(c2ajbs; q, t)
∏
s∈{iα}
∏
r∈{iα}
∆(br/bs; q, t). (4.5)
The first factor in the summation can be written as∏
s∈{iα}
∆(c2ajbs; q, t) =
∏
i ∆(c
2ajbi; q, t)∏
r∈{iα}∆(c
2ajbr; q, t)
=
∏
i
∆(c2ajbi; q, t)
∏
r∈{iα}
∆
(
qt−1
c2
1
aj
1
br
; q, t
)
.
In the second equation we have used the property (A.3). This allows us to write the equality,
I(2)k (a,b, c; q, t) =
(∏
i,j
∆
(
qt−1
c˜2
1
a˜ib˜j
; q, t
))
I(2)N−k(a˜, b˜, c˜; q, t) (4.6)
where a˜i := 1/ai, b˜i := 1/bi and c˜ =
√
qt−1/c. The right hand side is the index of U(N−k)
gauge theory with N fundamental chiral fields qi and N anti-fundamental chiral fields q˜j
coupled to N2 gauge singlet meson fields Mij through the superpotential W = qiMij q˜j .
The pre-factor on the r.h.s. is the index contribution of the meson fields. The power of
qt−1 appearing in the argument of the ∆ function contribution of the meson is due to
the fact that it has r-charge 1. The equation (4.6) offers a powerful check of the duality
version 2. This theory will play an important role in section 5.5 where we compute the
index of half-BPS surface operators in N = 2 superconformal gauge theories.
Version 3. Next we consider the option 3. Although an explicit computation of the index
could be done in this case as well, we will argue the index equality by showing that index
of both sides satisfies the same q-difference equation. In doing so we will introduce an
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important physical concept that will be studied in section 4.3. The index of SU(k) theory
with N fundamental chiral fields is computed by the integral:
I(3)k (b; q, t) =
(
(q; q)2
θ(t, q)
)k−1 1
k!
∮
∏
z=1
k−1∏
α=1
dzα
2piizα
∏k
α=1
∏N
j=1 ∆(bj/zα; q, t)∏
α 6=β ∆(zα/zβ; q, t)
. (4.7)
Note that the integral over zi, i = 1, . . . , k is constrained with
∏
z = 1 because zi are SU(k)
fugacities. The fugacities bi couple to the Cartan of the U(N) flavor symmetry. Let us
introduce the operators pbi and pt that obey the q-commutation pxx = q xpx for x = bi, t.
Using (A.2) we see that the integral I(3)k (b; q, t) obeys simple difference equations,
pbi − (1/t)k = 0, pt − (−1/t)k(N−k)+1
∏
i
b−ki = 0. (4.8)
The solution to this difference equation is unique up to multiplication by a function that
is elliptic in the fugacities bi and t.
Now consider the integral I(3)N−k(b˜; q, t), b˜i := (
∏
b)1/N−k/bi. It easy to see that this
integral satisfies the same pt difference equation. It is somewhat subtle to compute the
action of pbi on this integral. In what follows, we will compute this action and show that
I(3)N−k(b˜; q, t) also satisfies the pbi difference equation (4.8). Note that
pbi b˜j = q
1
N−k−1b˜jpbi for i = j
= q
1
N−k b˜jpbi for i 6= j. (4.9)
The fractional power shifts in the flavor fugacities make it harder to deal with the pbi action
on the integral I(3)N−k(b˜; q, t) directly. We take an indirect approach. After the action of
pbi on I(3)N−k(b˜; q, t), the shifts q1/N−k in the flavor fugacity b˜j , for all j, are absorbed into
the magnetic gauge fugacity z˜α → q1/N−kz˜α. As a result, instead of obeying
∏N−k
α=1 z˜α = 1
the contour obeys
∏N−k
α=1 z˜α = q. The remaining shift of q
−1 in b˜i, gives rise to the overall
factor (1/t)k−N . We get,
pbiI(3)N−k(b˜; q, t) = (1/t)k−NI(3)N−k(b˜; q, t)|∏ z=q. (4.10)
The new q-contour can be changed back to the unit contour by rescaling one of the z˜α
variables as z˜α → z˜αq and absorbing this shift back in the flavor fugacities b˜i → qb˜i. This
shift gives rise to the additional factor (1/t)N , showing that I(3)N−k(b˜; q, t) obeys the same
pbi difference equation as (4.8).
4.2 With adjoint matter
As a final example, consider a U(k) gauge theory with N fundamental, N anti-fundamental
chiral multiplets and one adjoint chiral multiplet ϕ. The flavor symmetry of this theory
is SU(N)A × SU(N)B × U(1)c × U(1)d. The symmetries SU(N)A and SU(N)B act on
fundamental and anti-fundamental chiral multiplet respectively. The U(1)c symmetry is
the overall symmetry rotating the fundamental and anti-fundamental fields in the opposite
fashion while the U(1)d acts only on the adjoint chiral fields. This theory will play a crucial
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role in section 6 where we consider the surface operators coming from vortex strings. The
index is give by the integral,
I(4)k (a,b, c, d; q, t) = (4.11)(
(q; q)2
θ(t, q)
)k 1
k!
∮ k∏
α=1
dzα
2piizα
∏
α,β ∆(d
zα
zβ
; q, t)∏
α 6=β ∆(
zα
zβ
; q, t)
k∏
α=1
N∏
j=1
∆(czαaj ; q, t)∆
(
c
bj
zα
; q, t
)
.
We have used the fugacities a,b, c and d for SU(N)A,SU(N)B,U(1)c and U(1)d respectively.
The pole structure of this integrand is qualitatively different from the integrands for theories
without adjoint chiral multiplet studied in previous subsection. Here they are classified by
length N partitions of k i.e. {ni} s.t.
∑N
i=1 ni = k.
zi,ki = cbid
ki , ki = 0, . . . , ni − 1. (4.12)
Each pole corresponds to a Higgs vacuum of the theory. Evaluating the residue at these
poles we have,
I(4)k (a,b, c, d; q, t) =
∑
{ni}
N∏
i,j
ni−1∏
n=0
nj−1∏
l=0
∆(d1+l−nbj/bi)
∆(dl−nbj/bi)
N∏
i,j
ni−1∏
n=0
∆(c2ajbid
n)∆(d−nbj/bi)
=
∑
{ni}
N∏
i,j
ni−1∏
n=0
∆(c2ajbid
n)∆(dnj−nbj/bi). (4.13)
This provides us with the explicit expression for the superconformal index of this gauge
theory. We will borrow this result in section 6.1. The eq. (4.13) is not symmetric under the
exchange k ↔ N − k hence we do not expect a Seiberg-type type duality in this case. On
the other hand if a superpotential W = trϕ`+1 is added for the adjoint chiral multiplet,
inspired from Kutasov-Schwimmer duality in four dimensions [38], we expect this theory
to be dual to U(`N − k) gauge theory with the same matter content and ` mesons. Note
that for ` = 2 one can integrate out the adjoint chiral multiplet then this duality reduces
to Seiberg type duality discussed in 4.1 version 2. It would be interesting to pursue this
direction further.
4.3 q-difference equations
The difference equations (4.8) that we used for identifying indices of dual 2d gauge the-
ories have a similar form to the q-difference operators which annihilate various partition
functions of 3d gauge theories with the same amount of supersymmetry (namely, four real
supercharges) [14, 39]. The latter can be understood either as Ward identities for line op-
erators or, alternatively, as quantum operators produced via quantization of moduli spaces
of SUSY parameters after the theory is compactified on a circle, so that the theory is also
effectively two-dimensional [40].
Our goal here is to understand the origin of the analogous quantum operators that
annihilate the flavored elliptic genus. In particular, as we explain below, operator equations
like (4.8) is a general feature of 2d N = (2, 2) theories as well. However, their origin
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and interpretation are qualitatively different from what one finds in (circle reductions of)
3d theories.
In general, starting with a Cartan torus T of the flavor symmetry group, we introduce
the so-called “quantum torus,” i.e. the set of operators xi and pi that obey
pixi = qxipi (4.14)
Moreover, we will think of these as operators acting on functions of xi, so that each pi is a
“shift operator.” Note, the 2d index I(a; q, t) is an example of such a function, where the
set {xi} comprises the flavor fugacities {ai} as well as the (modified) Jacobi variable t.
In order to understand the meaning of the q-difference operators Âi(x,p, q) annihilating
the 2d index, it is convenient to consider the classical limit q = e~ → 1, in which quantum
operators are replaced by classical equations defining an algebraic variety, cf. [41]:
Âi(x,p, q) I = 0 q→1 Ai(x,p) = 0 (4.15)
For example, the classical equations associated with (4.8) have the form
Ai = pbi − t−k (4.16)
and similarly for the pair of conjugate variables (t, pt), which we ignore for now to
avoid clutter.
These classical equations, then, control the asymptotic behavior of the 2d index in the
limit q = e~ → 1, which turns out to be very simple:
I(a; q, t) '
q→1
exp
(
1
~
W(a, t) + . . .
)
(4.17)
Namely, for many 2d N = (2, 2) theories with a Lagrangian description, the function
W(a, t) — which plays the role analogous to the twisted superpotential in 3d theories
compactified on a circle — turns out to be a quadratic function of log ai and log t. Moreover,
the dependence on log ai is actually linear,
W = − log t
∑
i
ni log ai + . . . (4.18)
where the “anomaly coefficient” ni counts (with signs) all charges of matter fields in the
theory under the i-th flavor symmetry. Before we explain the origin of (4.18), let us see
what the consequences of this simple structure are. Substituting it into (4.17) and thinking
about the classical limit of the operators (4.14) acting on the 2d index, one quickly finds
that the algebraic variety defined by the equations Ai = 0 is simply a graph of gradient of
the “potential” W:
Ai(x,p) = 0 ⇔ pi = exp
(
∂W
∂ log xi
)
(4.19)
In particular, for xi = ai this gives
Ai = pi − t−ni (4.20)
where we used (4.18).
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Now, let us justify (4.18) by analyzing the q → 1 limit of the 2d index. Since basic
building blocks of general 2d N = (2, 2) theories are gauge vector multiplets and chiral
matter multiplets, it is essential to understand the asymptotic behavior of the chiral mul-
tiplet index ∆(a; q, t) in this limit. Since ∆(a; q, t) is built from θ-functions which, in turn,
can be written as ratios of two q-Pochhammer symbols, we will need the following facts in
this analysis:
(x; q)n =
n−1∏
i=0
(1− xqi) '
q→1
e
1
~ (Li2(x)−Li2(xqn)) (4.21)
and
Li2(x) = −Li2(x−1)− 1
2
[log(−x)]2 − pi
2
6
= −Li2(x−1)− 1
2
(log x)2 − ipi log x+ pi
2
3
Using these relations, it is easy to see that in the limit q = e~ → 1,
θ(x; q) ' e 1~(Li2(x)+Li2(x−1))+... (4.22)
and, finally,
∆(a; q, t) =
θ(at; q)
θ(a−1; q)
' e 1~(Li2(at)+Li2(a−1t−1)−Li2(a)−Li2(a−1))+... (4.23)
= e
1
~(− log(−a) log t− 12 (log t)2)+...
In particular, we conclude that the asymptotic behavior of the 2d index indeed has the
proposed form (4.17), with linear dependence of W on log a. Specifically, each chiral
multiplet with charge +1 under a global U(1) symmetry group contributes ∆W = − log t ·
log z, where a is the fugacity for that symmetry. Using similar arguments, one finds that
in a theory with several chiral multiplets with various charges the behavior of the 2d index
in the limit q → 1 has a simple form (4.17)–(4.18).
Gauging some of the flavor symmetries leads to 2d gauge theories, whose index is given
by the integral (3.1) over the Cartan torus. Potentially, this can alter the simple form (4.18)
of the 2d index in the limit q → 1 and, therefore, lead to non-linear classical / quantum
relations (4.15). However, when the saddle point analysis gives a reliable approximation
to the integral (3.1) the conclusion (4.18) remains unchanged because extremization of the
linear function W with respect to the variable log a associated with a symmetry that is
being gauged still results in a linear function of the remaining variables. Note, in the case
of non-abelian 2d gauge theories, the integration measure
∏
i 6=j ∆(ai/aj ; q, t)
−1 does not
present a problem since it is still a product of factors (4.23), all of which yield a linear
potential W. In the examples of gauge theory index computations presented in section 3
and 4, this can also be seen by noticing that the final integral is given by sum of products
of ∆ function.
Returning to our example of SU(k) gauge theory with N fundamental chiral multi-
plets discussed in the previous section, we conclude that the 2d index I(3)k (b; q, t) has the
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asymptotic form (4.17) with
W = −k log t
∑
i
log bi + . . . (4.24)
Then, substituting this into (4.19) we find a system of linear constraints with
Ai = pbi − t−k (4.25)
which is indeed the “classical” (q → 1) limit of the difference equations (4.8).
Besides the limit q → 1 discussed in detail here, there are various other limits of the
superconformal index that would be interesting to explore further. For example, one can
consider the limit q → 0 which from the viewpoint of the above discussion would correspond
to the “extreme quantum limit” |~| → ∞. In this limit, the q-series expansion of the index
truncates to a finite polynomial, namely the equivariant version of the Hirzebruch genus. It
captures, for superconformal theories based on sigma-models, the basic information about
equivariant K-theory of the target manifold.
5 Coupling to 4d gauge theory
One prominent feature of all 2d theories considered above is that they all have global
(flavor) symmetries. In fact, it is these symmetries which were the center of our attention
and which allowed us to introduce the “flavored” version of the elliptic genus. There is a
lot more one can do with all such theories, including gauging their flavor symmetries with
— not necessarily two-dimensional! — gauge fields; paraphrasing Daniel Defoe, If the shoe
fits, wear it.
In particular, gauging flavor symmetries of a 2d theory T2d with 4d gauge fields
yields a two-dimensional defect, the so-called surface operator, in the four-dimensional
gauge theory.
5.1 Levi types
We wish to describe a fairly large class of half-BPS surface operators in supersymmetric
gauge theories (with N = 4 as well as N = 2 supersymmetry) that preserve part of the
gauge symmetry group L ⊆ G along the support S of the surface operator. We shall refer
to such surface operators as surface operators of Levi type L and mostly focus on the case
G = U(N) or G = SU(N), for which different Levi types are classified by partitions of N ,
N = λ1 + λ2 + . . .+ λs (5.1)
For example, the partition λ = [3, 1] corresponds to the Levi subgroup L ⊂ SU(4) that
consists of matrices of the form 
∗ ∗ 0 0
∗ ∗ 0 0
0 0 ∗ 0
0 0 0 ∗
 (5.2)
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More generally, the Levi subgroup L ⊆ SU(N) associated to a partition λ = [λ1, . . . , λs]
has the form
L = S (U(k1)× . . .×U(kn)) (5.3)
where ki are the parts, not necessarily in order, of the conjugate (i.e. transposed) parti-
tion λt:
λt = ord(k1, . . . , kn) (5.4)
From the Ferrers diagram (a.k.a. Young diagram) it is easy to see that the i-th part of λt
is equal to the number of parts ≥ i in λ, or equivalently the largest j such that λj ≥ i:
λti := #{j|λj ≥ i} (5.5)
Note, that applying the conjugation twice returns the original partition λ.
Regardless of the amount of supersymmetry, there are several ways to define surface
operators in gauge theories. Thus, one can introduce a surface operator supported on S
by postulating a singularity for gauge fields along S or, alternatively, one may couple 4d
gauge theory to a 2d theory T2d with global (flavor) symmetry group G [29, 30]. Note,
these two descriptions may not be unrelated, since by integrating out 2d degrees of freedom
on S one effectively generates source terms of the form
∫
S d
2x(. . .) in the Lagrangian of the
four-dimensional theory. Also, often there are multiple different choices of the 2d theory
T2d on S that lead to the same surface operator; typical examples include 2d theories of
the previous section that flow to the same IR fixed point.
Although much of the discussion here related to the definition and classification of
Levi types applies to 4d gauge theories with N = 2 as well as N = 4 supersymmetry (and
some even to N = 0), it is convenient to start with the larger amount of supersymmetry
in order to have better control of quantum effects and then discuss modifications due to
lower amount of SUSY. With this plan in mind, we start with surface operators in N = 4
super Yang-Mills defined as singularities in the field configuration.
The field content of N = 4 SYM can be described conveniently in terms of N = 1
superfields: an N = 1 vector multiplet Wα and three N = 1 chiral multiplets Φ1,Φ2 and
Φ3. Superfields Wα and Φ1 combine to form an N = 2 vector multiplet, while Φ2 and Φ†3
combine to form an N = 2 hyper-multiplet. All the fields are in the adjoint representation
of the gauge group G. Since the BPS equations are local, without loss of generality we can
assume the support of the surface operator, S, to be oriented along the (x0, x1) directions.
Then, the BPS equations reduced to (x2, x3) plane are,
F23 − [φ2, φ†2] = 0, Dzφ2 = 0. (5.6)
Here, φ2 is the scalar component of Φ2 and z = x
2 + ix3. Perhaps a more famil-
iar form of these equations is obtained if one considers the geometric Langlands type
twist of N = 4 theory where the SO(4) holonomy of the space is identified with the
SO(4) ⊂ SO(6) R-symmetry [42, 43]. The fields φ1 and φ2 change to a one-form φµdxµ
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with φµ = (Reφ1, Imφ1,Reφ2, Imφ2) and the equations (5.6) become
3
F − φ ∧ φ = 0, dAφ = 0, dA ∗ φ = 0. (5.7)
In this form the BPS equations, restricted to the (x2, x3) plane, are known as Hitchin’s
equations [44]. The surface operator is introduced by requiring the fields to satisfy the
BPS condition everywhere except at its support i.e. at the origin of the (x2, x3) plane. The
simplest of such solutions is the one where φ has a simple pole at r = 0,
A = αdθ + . . . , φ = β
dr
r
− γdθ + . . . . (5.8)
The constants α, β and γ are valued in the part of the Lie algebra of G invariant under
the Levi subgroup L, and the ellipses denote the regular part of the solution. Having
only a simple pole makes this singularity a “tame” singularity, as opposed to the “wild”
singularity which corresponds to higher order poles. The surface operator defined by the
tame singularity is called the tame surface operator, which will be our prime class of
examples in this paper.
In addition to the L-invariant constants (α, β, γ) parametrizing the singularity, we add
a term η
∫
S F to the action where S denotes the support of surface operator. Then, in
the L-invariant parameters (α, η, β, γ) are known as the defining parameters of the surface
operator. This surface operator preserves N = (4, 4) supersymmetry from the point of
view of unbroken 2d Lorentz symmetry. As we mentioned earlier, in 4d theories with
N = 2 supersymmetry the N = 4 super-multiplet splits into a vector multiplet and a
hypermultiplet, so that the gauge field A and the Higgs field φ are no longer in the same
multiplet (and, in fact, the field φ is no longer required to be in the adjoint representation
of the gauge group). This leads to various generalizations of the BPS equations (5.7) in
N = 2 gauge theories (see e.g. [45, Section 3] and, in particular, section 5.2 below).
Note, the Levi subgroup serves as the only discrete label of such surface operator. Since
the main purpose of this paper is to study the superconformal index of N = 2 theories
with surface operators and the index does not depend on any continuous parameters of the
theory, the exact values of (α, η, β, γ) will play a secondary role in our story. We will only
use the discrete label L to classify the surface operators.
2d-4d system. Following [29, 30] we would like to describe the surface operator as a
coupled 2d-4d system. It involves introducing new degrees of freedom on the support of the
surface operator and coupling them to the bulk 4d gauge theory. If the 2d theory satisfies
certain criteria then integrating it out completely introduces the desirable singularity in
four dimensional bulk fields. A familiar example of such 2d theory is a non-linear sigma
model, whose target space should satisfy the following conditions to give a half-BPS surface
operator in N = 4 SYM:
• It should be hyper-Ka¨hler so that it preserves (4, 4) supersymmetry.
3In fact, these equations belong to a one-parameter family of BPS equations introduced in [43]. For
the special values of the deformation parameter t = ±i these more general BPS equations reduce to (5.7),
which is the only case we need for the present discussion.
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Figure 2. SU(2) N = 4 SYM coupled to the U(1) gauge theory living on the support of the surface
operator. The 4d field content is denoted in terms of N = 2 multiplets while the 2d field content is
denoted in terms of (2, 2) multiplets.
• It should admit a G action so that it can be coupled to 4d gauge symmetry.
• It should be labelled by the Levi subgroup L.
In the case of N = 2 gauge theory that will be discussed later, the first condition is relaxed
to manifolds with Ka¨hler structure, whereas in N = 0 case the analog of such surface
operators is obtained by keeping only two last conditions. In the N = 4 case, the space
T ∗(G/L) satisfies all the criteria and provides an ideal candidate for the target manifold.4
The coset G/L is a coadjoint orbit for the group G and, as a Ka¨hler manifold, is a good
starting point for constructing surface operators in N = 2 gauge theory.
To see the relation of this approach to (5.8), let us take a simple example with G =
SU(2) and L = U(1). In this case, G/L is simply CP1. The parameters (α, β, γ) of the
surface operators are encoded in the moduli of T ∗CP1, and the parameter η is the B-field
through the CP1.
Complex structure Ka¨hler modulus Complex modulus
I α β + iγ
J β γ + iα
K γ α+ iβ
In order to compute the superconformal index, we prefer to work with the gauge theory
description. In this example, the target T ∗CP1 can be constructed as the moduli space of
the U(1) gauge theory with two hypermultiplets i.e. two chiral multiplets qi with charge
+1 and two chiral multiplets q˜i with charge −1. The Ka¨hler modulus of the sigma model
is the FI parameter of the 2d gauge theory. It combines with the 2d theta angle η to form
a complex FI parameter t := α + iη. The complex structure modulus β + iγ is encoded
in the 2d superpotential. This coupled system of 4d and 2d gauge theory is conveniently
summarized in the quiver diagram 2.
4Note that the moduli space of the solutions with prescribed singularity (5.8) of type L is T ∗(G/L).
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The BPS equations (5.6) of the 4d N = 4 gauge theory are modified due to the coupled
2d theory. The 2d contribution is only supported at the origin of (x2, x3) plane:
F23 − [φ2, φ†2] = δ(2)qq†
Dzφ2 = δ
(2)qq˜ (5.9)
The first equation follows from the D term while the second is the equation of motion
coming from a novel superpotential term W = trφ2Dzφ2 in 4d. Although the 4d super-
symmetry doesn’t allow it, the (4, 4) supersymmetry algebra in (x0, x1) directions which
is the only preserved supersymmetry algebra, does allow this term [46]. Using the BPS
equations of the 2d theory, the bilinears qq† and qq˜ can be eliminated in favor of the FI
parameter α+ iη and the superpotential parameter β + iγ. The δ function source in (5.9)
induces the singularity (5.8) in the solution. This example shows the relation between the
two approaches to 4d surface operators: first as a prescribed singularity and second as a
2d-4d coupled system. For us, the 2d-4d quiver is the most convenient description of the
surface operator. As will be shown explicitly in the later part of the paper, describing
any surface operator in this way allows us to straightforwardly compute its superconfor-
mal index. We proceed to derive the gauge theory that engineers the sigma model on
T ∗(G/L) corresponding to the surface operators of general Levi type L. We denote this
gauge theory as T2d.
2d gauge theory for surface operator of type L. As we already explained in (5.3),
a general Levi subgroup of G = SU(N) is labeled by a partition of N and has the form
L = S[U(k1) × . . . × U(kn)], where ki are the parts of the conjugate partition (5.4). We
would like to construct a 2d N = (4, 4) gauge theory which engineers a non-linear sigma
model on X = T ∗(G/L) = GC/LC. As pointed out earlier, X admits hyper-Ka¨hler metric
and enjoys a G action so they provide ideal candidates for the target manifolds of half-BPS
surface operators in N = 4 SYM. From (5.3) it is clear that the complex dimension of X is
dimCX = N
2 −
n∑
i=1
k2i (5.10)
which is the familiar formula for the dimension of the conjugacy class labeled by the
partition λ (see [47], section 6.1).
In order to obtain a gauge theory description, we need to describe X as a hyper-Ka¨hler
quotient of a vector space V by a group G2d that will be interpreted as the gauge group
for the 2d theory T2d. For surface operators of Levi type L, there is indeed a way to
represent the complex conjugacy class GC/LC as a hyper-Ka¨hler quotient [48], which was
already used in the study of half-BPS surface operators [29] and5 boundary conditions in
N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory [49]. Interested in the former application, here we review
the construction of [48].
Consider a two-dimensional theory T2d defined by a linear quiver with n nodes, the
last of which corresponds to a non-dynamical flavor symmetry group G = SU(N):
5InN = 4 gauge theory, the supersymmetry equations for both half-BPS surface operators and boundary
conditions both reduce to Nahm equations resulting in a natural bijection between the two classes of objects.
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Figure 3. The theory T2d is depicted in the red dotted box (on the right hand side). We have
used (2, 2) multiplets to denote the field content of this (4, 4) theory. The SU(N) flavor symmetry
of T2d is coupled to the 4d N = 4 SYM (in blue dotted box) as shown.
The flavor symmetry SU(N) is used to couple the 2d theory to the 4d theory. The
field content of T2d is,
T2d =
{
2d theory with gauge group G2d = U(p1)×U(p2)× . . .×U(pn−1),
bi-fundamental hypers (pi,pi+1) and N fundamental hypers for U(pn−1)
with pi < pi+1. The Higgs branch of this theory is hyper-Ka¨hler quotient Y = V///G2d,
where V is a vector space spanned by the hypermultiplets. It has the quaternionic
dimension
dimH V = p1p2 + p2p3 + . . .+ pn−1N. (5.11)
According to [48], the hyper-Ka¨hler quotient Y is (the closure of) the nilpotent orbit
O = GC · x of an element x ∈ gC, such that
rank(xi) = pn−i. (5.12)
For unitary groups, all nilpotent orbits are Richardson, meaning that they can be deformed
to semi-simple orbits and — via the exponential map — identified with conjugacy classes
GC/LC, see e.g. [29]. Therefore, modulo details related to the center and topology of the
gauge group G (which play absolutely no role in this paper), we can write
exp : Y = O ∼=−−→ GC/LC = X. (5.13)
Moreover, the relation (5.12) makes it clear that the number pi is equal to the sum of kj
with j ≤ i:
pi =
i∑
j=1
kj , i.e. ki = pi − pi−1 (5.14)
with pn = N and p0 = 0. Using this formula, we can verify that indeed dimCY = dimCX:
dimCY = 2
n−1∑
i=1
pipi+1 − 2
n−1∑
i=1
p2i = N
2 −
n∑
i=1
k2i = dimCX. (5.15)
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Figure 4. The brane set up realizing 2d/4d coupling. In this example, we have chosen n = 5.
The two-dimensional theory T2d with gauge group G2d =
∏n−1
i=1 U(pi) can be conve-
niently real zed on the world-volume of D2-branes stretched between N D4-branes and
(n − 1) NS5′-branes. By placing NS5′-branes in a generic position (so that no two are
aligned in the x6 direction), it is easy to infer from eq. (5.14) that ki is simply the number
of D2’s stretched between the i-th NS5′-brane and N D4-branes. Then, placing all NS5′
and D2 branes in the same position along the x6 direction yields a brane realization of
the two-dimensional theory T2d with gauge group G2d =
∏n−1
i=1 U(pi). This brane set up is
depicted in figure 4.
The mathematical structure of the two-dimensional theory T2d encountered here is best
described by the so-called flag F , that is a sequence of subspaces (F0, . . . , Fn), such that
dimFi = pi and
{0} = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fn−1 ⊂ Fn = CN (5.16)
with Fi−1 6= Fi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Note, that according to (5.14), ki = dim(Fi/Fi−1). The
stabilizer of the flag F is the parabolic subgroup P of GC = SL(N,C) whose Levi subgroup
L = G ∩P is precisely S[U(k1)× . . .×U(kn)], as claimed in (5.3). The space of such flags
is a quotient space,
G/L ∼= GC/P , (5.17)
called the partial flag variety. The Poincare´ polynomial of the partial flag variety is given
by the following well-known formula:
P (G/L; t) =
∑
i
bi(G/L)ti =
∏N
i=1(1− t2i)∏n
j=1
∏kj
i=1(1− t2i)
. (5.18)
Note that P (X; t) = P (G/L) since the space X retracts to G/L. The sequence (k1, . . . , kn)
is called the type of the flag F (and of the corresponding parabolic subgroup P). Parabolic
subgroups are conjugate if and only if they have the same type. On the other hand, in
agreement with the above discussion, Levi factors of the parabolic subgroups are labeled
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by partitions λ or their conjugates (5.4). In other words, λt is a non-increasing sequence
obtained by a permutation of (k1, . . . , kn) and λi = #{j|kj ≥ i}. Two parabolic subgroups
with flag types (k1, . . . , kn) and (k
′
1, . . . , k
′
n) have conjugate Levi factors if and only if
ord{k1, . . . , kn} = ord{k′1, . . . , k′n}. This means we can use k′i instead of ki in (5.14) to
obtain the gauge theory T ′2d. The theories T2d and T ′2d are expected to be dual to each
other and either can be used to construct the surface operator of type L. Note, that
exchanging the order of the NS5-branes in figure 4 corresponds to different choices of the
parabolic subgroup P (associated to a given Levi L). The process of relating two brane
configurations with different arrangements of (p1, . . . , pn) D2-branes can be understood as
carrying the NS5-branes around each other or, if they are aligned, by passing them through
each other. In the latter case, the brane creation mechanism encountered here is essentially
the familiar brane realization of the Seiberg duality in 4d N = 1 gauge theories [50].
Conversely, given a partition λ which labels the Levi type, the number of parabolic
subalgebras with this Levi factor is given by
Npar(λ) =
λ1!∏
i≥1(λi − λi+1)!
(5.19)
Thus, for G = SU(4) we have 5 different Levi types which correspond to five conjugacy
classes in SL(4,C) labeled by partitions of 4:
λ Npar(λ)
[4] 1
[3, 1] 3
[2, 2] 1
[2, 1, 1] 2
[1, 1, 1, 1] 1
In total, in this case one finds 8 conjugacy classes of parabolic subalgebras, in agreement
with (5.19). For example, there are three parabolic subalgebras of type (2, 1, 1), (1, 2, 1) and
(1, 1, 2) associated with the Levi type (5.2) indexed by the partition λ = [3, 1]. Using (5.18),
one can easily find cohomology of the corresponding partial flag variety:
X =
SU(4)
S(U(2)×U(1)×U(1)) : P (X; t) = 1 + 2t
2 + 3t4 + 3t6 + 2t8 + t10 (5.20)
Note, this partial flag variety has complex dimension 5, in agreement with (5.10).
Examples. Let us illustrate this construction with examples. Consider SU(N) gauge
theory with a surface operator of Levi type L = S[U(k) × U(N − k)] labeled by the
partition λ = [2k, 1N−2k] (where n ≤ N − n is assumed). It is easy to check that, in this
case, the parts of the conjugate partition are (k1, k2) = (k,N − k) or (N − k, k). The T2d
gauge theory is given by a single node U(k) or U(N − k) depending upon whether we take
the sequence corresponding to the parabolic subgroup to be (k,N − k) or (N − k, k), and
is realized on a single stack of D2-branes. In either case, the Higgs branch of such theory
is the cotangent bundle of Grassmannian Gr(k,N). The Grassmannian is isomorphic to
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Figure 5. A convenient quiver representation of the N = 2 SCQCD.
the quotient,
Gr(k,N) ' SU(N)/S[U(k)×U(N − k)]. (5.21)
As it is manifestly symmetric under the exchange k ↔ N − k, U(k) and U(N − k) gauge
theories are dual to each other. This statement can be thought of as the (4, 4) supersym-
metric version of the Hori-Tong duality. In fact, successive application this duality can be
used to show that the gauge theories resulting from different parabolic subgroups but same
Levi subgroup are dual to each other. As pointed out earlier, in the brane setup, these
dualities are realized as shuﬄing the order of NS5 branes in figure 4.
Further specialization to k = 1 (or k = N − 1) gives X = T ∗CPN−1, whereas special-
ization to k = 0 gives the trivial orbit X = {0} labeled by λ = [1N ]. The other extreme
case, λ = [N ], corresponds to L = T and gives a regular orbit Oreg of maximal dimen-
sion. (For more general gauge groups, the dimension of this maximal orbit is equal to
dimG− rankG.)
5.2 Surface operators in N = 2 SCFTs
In this section we discuss the half-BPS surface operators in N = 2 superconformal gauge
theories of quiver type. This allows a fairly general class of theories, with some nodes of
the quiver representing gauge symmetries and others global flavor symmetries, which are
not gauged. The basic building block of such quiver theory — that can be viewed as a 4d
N = 2 SCFT on its own — is SU(N)G N = 2 gauge theory with 2N flavors also known as
the N = 2 SCQCD. It is convenient to split the 2N hypermultiplets of SCQCD into two
sets of N hypermultiplets each, Qi transforming in the fundamental of SU(N)A and Q̂i
transforming in the fundamental of SU(N)B, see figure 5. As in the previous discussion,
we take the surface operator to be oriented along (x0, x1) directions. The BPS equations
reduced to the transverse (x2, x3) plane are similar to the equations (5.6):
F23
j
i −Qki Q†
j
k = 0, Dz
j
iQ
k
j = 0. (5.22)
The surface operator is introduced by having the fields satisfy the BPS condition every-
where except at its support i.e. at the origin of the (x2, x3) plane. Analogous to the
surface operators of N = 4 theory, the surface operators of the N = 2 theory can also be
constructed by coupling it to a 2d gauge theory T2d.
In this case, T2d is a 2d gauge theory with N = (2, 2) supersymmetry. Unlike for
N = 4 SYM, its flavor symmetry could either be SU(N) or SU(N)×SU(N). In the former
case, it is coupled to the 4d theory by identifying the SU(N) flavor symmetry with the
gauge symmetry SU(N)G of the 4d theory while in the later case, the coupling involves
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identifying one SU(N) factor with SU(N)G and the other with one of the flavor symmetry
factors of the SCQCD, say SU(N)A. It turns out that the index of the surface operators
of the later case is invariant under four dimensional S duality. We will focus on that case
from now on. To summarize, the criteria T2d should satisfy are:
• It should be N = (2, 2) supersymmetric.
• It should have SU(N)× SU(N) flavor symmetry.
• It should be labelled by the Levi subgroup L.
The third criterion is necessary only if one want to construct surface operators that corre-
spond to tame singularity in the field configuration analogous to those in N = 4 SYM. In
section 6 we will relax this criterion but for now we will stick with it. The simplest theory
satisfying the first two criteria is the U(k) gauge theory with N fundamental and N anti-
fundamental chiral multiplets studied in the section 4.1. As illustrated in that section, this
theory enjoys a Hori-Tong type duality under the exchange of k ↔ N − k. This strongly
suggests that it should correspond to the surface operator of type L = S[U(k)×U(N − k)]
because this Levi subgroup is also symmetric under the exchange of k and N − k as well.
In fact, this leads to a natural conjecture for the surface operator of type L.
A simple heuristic way to guess the spectrum of the 2d theory T2d in the N = 2 case
could be based on the general remark made in the beginning of section 5.1 that half of
the supermultiplet content is projected out upon reduction from N = 4 to N = 2 SUSY.
Therefore, one might expect that, for the same choice of symmetries (such as G and L), the
spectrum of the 2d theory T2d in N = 2 case is roughly half of that in the N = 4 SYM. This
reduction can be described geometrically by replacing quaternionic spacesHr (parametrized
by 2d hypermultiplets) with complex spaces of the same dimension Cr (parametrized by
2d chiral multiplets) and by replacing hyper-Ka¨hler quotients Hr///G2d with the Ka¨hler
quotients Cr//G2d (that besides gauge conjugation implement only D-term, but not F-
term constraints).
For example, in the simple case of the Grassmannian sigma-model (5.21), this reasoning
leads precisely to the U(k) Hori-Tong theory with N fundamental chiral multiplets and the
Higgs branch CkN//U(k). However, as we mentioned earlier, the reduction from N = 4
to N = 2 should be also accompanied by “doubling” the symmetry group SU(N) →
SU(N)× SU(N) of the 2d theory T2d. This effectively puts the removed chiral multiplets
back in: CkN → CkN ⊕ CkN . Motivated by this, one natural guess for the 2d theory T2d
associated to a surface operator of Levi type L is
T2d =
{
2d theory with gauge group G2d = U(p1)×U(p2)× . . .×U(pn−1),
bi-fundamental hypers (pi,pi+1) and N fundamental hypers for U(pn−1)
where each bi-fundamental hyper is now regarded as a (fund, anti-fund) pair of chirals
(going in opposite ways), and the gauge theory nodes only contain N = 2 vector multiplets
(i.e. without extra adjoints). The last set of N fundamental hypers for U(pn−1) is, therefore,
interpreted as a pair of bifundamental chirals (pn−1,NG)⊕(NA,pn−1). The quiver diagram
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Figure 6. The quiver diagram describing the 2d-4d system for the surface operator of Levi type
L = S[U(k1)× . . .×U(kn)]. The ranks of the 2d gauge group pi =
∑i
j=1 kj .
for the 2d-4d system is shown in figure 6. Note, since the numbers of fundamental and anti-
fundamental chiral multiplets are equal at each gauge node, this guarantees cancellation
of anomalies, which of course is required for superconformal invariance in two dimensions.
In the remainder of the section we will compute the superconformal index of the half-BPS
surface operator with L = S[U(k)×U(N − k)]. It amounts to setting n = 2 and p1 = k in
the quiver diagram of figure 6.
5.3 Index of the surface operator
In order to compute the superconformal index of the 2d-4d coupled system we need to
describe the embedding of 2d (2, 2) superconformal algebra into 4d N = 2 superconformal
algebra. This embedding related the fugacities (q, t) used in computing the 2d (2, 2) index
with the fugacities (p, q, t) used in computing the 4d N = 2 index. Let us start with a brief
review of the 4d index.
4d index. The four dimensional index is also a powerful quantity, encodes the super-
conformal spectrum and can be computed in weak coupling limit. It has been used to
check Gaiotto’s conjectures [51] of S-duality in N = 2 theory [11]. Let E be the conformal
dimension and h01 and h23 be the rotation generators in the 01 and 23 planes, respec-
tively. They are related to the Cartans j1, j2 of SU(2)1 × SU(2)2 as, h01 = j1 + j2 and
h23 = −j1 + j2. Letting R be the Cartan of SU(2)R symmetry and r be the U(1)r charge,
the superconformal index for N = 2 theories is defined as
I4d = Tr(−1)F ph23−rqh01−rtR+r. (5.23)
The fugacities p, q, and t keep track of maximal set of quantum numbers commuting with
a particular supercharge Q, which is chosen to be Q˜1−˙ without loss of generality. It has
R = 12 , r = −12 , h01 = −12 , h23 = −12 and, of course, E = 12 . It is a simple matter to
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Letters with δ = 0 index
φ pq/t
λ1± −p, −q
λ1+˙ −t
F +˙+˙ pq
∂−+˙λ1+ + ∂++˙λ1− = 0 pq
q
√
t
ψ+˙ −pq/
√
t
∂±+˙ p, q
Table 3. Contributions to the index from “single letters” with δ = 0. We denote by
(φ, φ, λIα, λIα˙, Fαβ , F α˙β˙) the components of the N = 2 vector multiplet, by (q, q, ψα, ψα˙) the com-
ponents of the N = 2 half-hypermultiplet, and by ∂αα˙ the spacetime derivatives.
check that the charges appearing in the definition (5.23) indeed commute with Q. Using
the standard arguments for Witten index, only the states that obey δ ≡ 2{Q,Q†} =
E − h01 − h23 − 2R+ r = 0 contribute to the superconformal index.
For a theory with weakly coupled Lagrangian description the index is computed by a
matrix integral:
I4d(p, q, t) =
∫
[dU ] exp
( ∞∑
n=1
∑
j
1
n
f (j)4d(pn, qn, tn)χRj (U
n, V n)
)
. (5.24)
Here, U and V denote elements of gauge and flavor groups, respectively. The invariant
Haar measure integral
∫
[dU ] imposes the Gauss law over the Fock space. The sum is
over different N = 2 supermultiplets appearing in the Lagrangian, with Rj being the
representation of the j-th multiplet under gauge and flavor group, and χRj the character
of Rj . The function f
(j) is called single letter index. It is equal to either fV4d or f
1
2
H
4d
depending on whether the j-th multiplet is N = 2 vector multiplet or half-hypermultiplet.
They are easily evaluated [11] by listing contributions of the letters with δ = 0 in table 3:
fV4d =
−p− q− t + 2pq + pq/t
(1− p)(1− q) f
1
2
H
4d =
√
t− pq/√t
(1− p)(1− q) . (5.25)
This evaluation is analogous to the evaluation of the chiral multiplet contribution to 2d
superconformal index by listing its letters, as in table 1. The multi-particle index of the
hypermultiplet is obtained by the plethystic exponent of two copies of f
1
2
H
4d . Taking the
hypermultiplet to be charged under a U(1) symmetry with fugacity z,
IH4d(z; p, q, t) =
∞∏
i,j=0
1− z∓pi+1pj+1/√t
1− z±√tpiqj =: Γ(z
±√t; p, q). (5.26)
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Here, Γ(z; p, q) is the elliptic gamma function, first defined in [52]. We have used a relatively
common notation Γ(z±) = Γ(z)Γ(z−1). The elliptic Gamma function enjoys the following
remarkable property,
Γ(zp; p, q) = θ(z; q)Γ(z; p, q), Γ(zq; p, q) = θ(z; p)Γ(z; p, q). (5.27)
It is this property that will turn out to be crucial in showing the S-duality invariance of the
surface operator index and also in relating our result to that of [12]. As in the 2d case, the
4d vector multiplet contribution changes the measure of the gauge fugacity integral over
the Cartan torus. The integral for the U(N) gauge group is,
I4d = κ
N
N !
∮ N∏
i=1
dzi
2piizi
∏
i,j Γ(
pq
t zi/zj ; p, q)∏
i 6=j Γ(zi/zj ; p, q)
. . . , (5.28)
where κ = (p; p)(q; q)Γ(pqt ; p, q). The . . . stand for the contribution from the matter multi-
plets. This is reminiscent of eq. (3.1) for the two dimensional gauge theory integrals.
5.4 Embedding of 2d (2, 2) into 4d N = 2
We are interested in the half-BPS surface operators in N = 2 gauge theory. The 4d su-
perconformal symmetry group is SU(2, 2|2). Its bosonic subgroup is S[U(2, 2) × U(2)] ∼
SU(2, 2)× SU(2)R × U(1)r. The SU(2, 2) ∼ SO(4, 2) factor is the conformal group in four
dimensions and SU(2) × U(1) is the N = 2 R symmetry group. We orient the surface
operator along the (x0, x1) plane. It preserves only SO(2, 2) × U(1)23 ⊂ SO(4, 2) part of
the conformal group and U(1)L ×U(1)R ⊂ SU(2)R ×U(1)r part of the R-symmetry group.
Here, SO(2, 2) ∼= SL(2,R)L × SL(2,R)R is the conformal group in two dimensions and
U(1)23 is the rotation symmetry in the (x
2, x3) plane transverse to the surface operator.
Out of the eight supercharges Q1,2α and Q˜1,2α˙ of the four dimensional theory, only Q2−, Q˜1−˙
and and Q1+, Q˜2+˙ are preserved. The preserved bosonic subgroup SL(2,R)L × U(1)L along
with the supersymmetries Q2−, Q˜1−˙ generate SU(1, 1|1)L. Similarly the remaining charges
form SU(1, 1|1)R. All in all, a half-BPS surface operator in N = 2 superconformal the-
ory preserves SU(1, 1|1)L × SU(1, 1|1)R × U(1)e subgroup of SU(2, 2|2). Here U(1)e is the
commutant of embedding.
Note that we have chosen the orientation of the surface operator so that, among oth-
ers, it preserves the supercharge Q used to define the index. The nontrivial commutation
relations of the preserved symmetry algebra are listed in the first column of table 4. Con-
servation of supercharge Q along with all five Cartan generators of SU(2, 2|2) makes the
index (5.23) well defined even in the presence of surface operators. Therefore, we see that
even in the presence of a surface operator the superconformal index of the four-dimensional
N = 2 gauge theory depends on three fugacities (p, q, t).
In order to get the exact map between the four dimensional quantum numbers and
the two dimensional ones, we compare the above algebra with the (2ν , 2ν′) algebra in two
dimensions, where the subscripts ν and ν ′ are spectral flow parameters. Let us denote the
supercharges in the left moving and right moving sectors as G±L and G±R respectively. The
scaling and R-symmetry generators are denoted as HL,R and JL,R. With these notations,
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4d 2d
{Q2−, (Q2−)†} = (E − h01) + (2R+ h23 − r) {G+R , (G+R )†} = 2HR + 2νJR
{Q˜1−˙, (Q˜1−˙)†} = (E − h01)− (2R+ h23 − r) {G−R , (G−R )†} = 2HR − 2νJR
{Q1+, (Q1+)†} = (E + h01)− (2R+ h23 + r) {G+L , (G+L )†} = 2HL − 2ν ′JL
{Q˜2
+˙
, (Q˜2
+˙
)†} = (E + h01) + (2R+ h23 + r) {G−L , (G−L )†} = 2HL + 2ν ′JL
Table 4. Important commutation relations of the SU(1, 1|1)× SU(1, 1|1)×U(1)e subgroup of the
4d N = 2 superconformal algebra and 2d (2, 2) superconformal algebra are listed in the first and
second column respectively. This leads to a map between 4d charges and 2d charges as described
in the text.
the nontrivial commutation relations of the 2d (2, 2) superconformal algebra are as shown
in the second column of table 4. Comparing the first and second column leads to the
following identification of the supercharges:
G+R = Q2−, G−R = Q˜1−˙, G+L = Q1+, G−L = Q˜2+˙ (5.29)
and bosonic charges:
H ≡ HL +HR = E, s ≡ HL −HR = h01
JA ≡ JL − JR = 2r, JV ≡ JL + JR = 4R+ 2h23 (5.30)
along with ν = ν ′ = 1/2 indicating the relevant (2, 2) superconformal algebra is the one
in the NSNS sector. This justifies our choice of the 2d index as the superconformal index
in the NSNS sector. In addition to (5.30), the charge R + h23 generating U(1)e becomes
the flavor symmetry of the embedded (2, 2) algebra. Comparing (2.4) and (5.23), this map
leads to the identification of the 4d fugacities (p, q, t) and 2d fugacities (q, t, e):
q = q, t = pq/t, e = p2/t. (5.31)
Here, e is the fugacity of the 2d theory living on the surface operator that couples to U(1)e
flavor symmetry. Now we are in the position to compute the index of the surface operator
as 2d-4d coupled system.
5.5 Duality check
The index of the SU(N) N = 2 SCQCD in the absence of surface operator is:
I4d = κ
N−1
N !
∮
TN−1
N−1∏
i=1
dzi
2piizi
∏
i,j Γ(
pq
t zi/zj)∏
i 6=j Γ(zi/zj)
∏
i,j
Γ((xziaj)
±√t)Γ
((
y
bi
zj
)±√
t
)
. (5.32)
We have suppressed the parameters (; p, q) of the elliptic Gamma function. The variables ai
and bi are the fugacities for SU(N)A and SU(N)B flavor symmetries, x and y are fugacities
for the two remaining U(1) symmetries. Coupling to 2d theory, as shown in figure 6
for n = 2 and p1 = k, introduces additional “matter” from the point of view of the 4d
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theory. In fact, the 2d theory is exactly the one studied in the context of the Seiberg-type
duality version 2 in section 4.1. We borrow its index I(2)k (z,a, c; q, t) and multiply it to
the integrand. We have to take the chiral fields of the 2d theory to be charged under
the U(1)e symmetry as well as the U(1)x symmetry of the four dimensional theory. The
precise charge assignment is achieved by setting c2 = xe−1/2. Importantly, we need to
make the change of variables as outlined in the section 5.4 i.e. q = q, t = pq/t, c2 = x
√
t/p.
This gives,
I2d-4d = κ
N−1
N !
∮
TN−1
N−1∏
i=1
dzi
2piizi
∏
i,j Γ(
pq
t zi/zj)∏
i 6=j Γ(zi/zj)
∏
i,j
Γ((xziaj)
±√t)Γ
((
y
bi
zj
)±√
t
)
×
∑
{iα}
∏
s∈{iα}
∏
j
∆
(
x
√
t
p
ajzs; q,
pq
t
) ∏
s∈{iα}
∏
r∈{iα}
∆
(
zr/zs; q,
pq
t
)
. (5.33)
Note that due to z dependence of the 2d index, it can’t be separated from the integral. This
is the only signature of the 2d-4d coupling in the computation of superconformal index.
We can simplify the integrand using the property eq. (5.27). Absorbing the first factor in
the second line into Γ((xziaj)
±√t) we get,
I2d-4d = κ
N−1
N !
∮
TN−1
N−1∏
i=1
dzi
2piizi
∏
i,j Γ(
pq
t zi/zj)∏
i 6=j Γ(zi/zj)
∏
i,j
Γ
((
y
bi
zj
)±√
t
)
×
∑
{iα}
∏
s∈{iα}
∏
r∈{iα}
∆(zr/zs; q,
pq
t
)
∏
j
Γ((p−1xzsaj)±
√
t)Γ((xzraj)
±√t). (5.34)
For s ∈ {iα} and r ∈ {iα}, we make the change of the dummy variable zs → z˜s = p−1zs
and zr → z˜r = zr. After playing with it a bit we get a very elegant result,
I2d-4d = κ
N−1
N !
∮
TN−1
N−1∏
i=1
dz˜i
2piiz˜i
∏
i,j Γ(
pq
t z˜i/z˜j)∏
i 6=j Γ(z˜i/z˜j)
∏
i,j
Γ((xz˜iaj)
±√t)Γ
((
y
bi
z˜j
)±√
t
)
×
∏
i,j
∆
(
y
√
t
p
bj
z˜i
; q,
pq
t
)∑
{iα}
∏
r∈{iα}
∏
j
∆
(√
t
y
zr
bj
; q,
pq
t
)
(5.35)
×
∏
s∈{iα}
∏
r∈{iα}
∆
(
z˜s/z˜r; q,
pq
t
)
.
We see that in this description the contribution of the 2d part is:
I2d =
(∏
i,j
∆
(
tp−1
c˜2
1
z˜ib˜j
; q,
pq
t
))
I(2)N−k
(
z˜, b˜, c˜; q,
pq
t
)
. (5.36)
where b˜i = 1/bi and c˜
2 =
√
t/y = qe
−1/2
ty . This is precisely the index of the Seiberg (or
Hori-Tong) dual of the 2d theory that we started off with. Moreover, while the original
T2d coupled to the SU(N)Z and SU(N)A nodes of the 4d theory, the new theory couples
to SU(N)Z and SU(N)B nodes! Now we can perform the 2d Seiberg duality to go back
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4d
2d
SU(N)Z SU(N)ASU(N)B
U(k)
Friday, April 19, 13
SU(N)Z SU(N)ASU(N)B
U(N -k)
Friday, April 19, 13
U(k)
SU(N)Z SU(N)ASU(N)B
Friday, April 19, 13
Hopping
Friday, April 19, 13
Figure 7. The first figure describes the surface operator in a duality frame where T2d is a U(k)
gauge theory and couples to nodes Z and A. This configuration is dual to the U(N − k) gauge
theory coupled to nodes Z and B. The curved arrow denotes the 2d meson field. The 2d Seiberg
duality on the U(N − k) node give back the U(k) gauge theory. The two steps together constitute
the hopping of the surface operator.
to the U(k) gauge theory. All in all, our surface operator has “hopped” one node of the
quiver as shown in figure 7. The hopping readily generalizes to longer quivers.
A large class S of N = 2 superconformal theories is obtained by compactifying M5
branes on Riemann surface. The surface operator in such theories is parametrized by a
marked point on the Riemann surface. Depending on which minimal puncture (puncture
with U(1) flavor symmetry) the marked point approaches, we get different dual weakly
coupled descriptions. What we have shown is the that the superconformal index is same
in all such duality frames. This implies that our construction of the surface operator is
invariant under the generalized S-duality. It is important to comment that although we
have computed the surface operator index in gauge theory, the result about the S-duality
invariance of the index holds for general theories of class S. This is illustrated with a simple
example in figure 8: take the degeneration limit at the minimal puncture x i.e. (almost)
decouple the associated hypermultiplet ⊕ surface operator system. Use S-dualities in the
rest of the theory to move the puncture y next to x. The surface operator can now hop to
y. After the hopping take the degeneration limit at y and use S-dualities to go back to the
original duality frame.
6 Surface operators from vortex strings
Yet another way of thinking about the surface operators is as infinite tension, zero thickness
scaling limit of the “semi-local” vortex string. Although this approach doesn’t produce all
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A A
x xy y
Tuesday, April 23, 13
Figure 8. The small dots labeled by x and y stand for punctures corresponding to U(1)x and U(1)y
flavor symmetries respectively. The large dot labeled by A denotes the puncture with flavor symme-
try SU(N)A. The star decoration indicates coupling of the surface operator to the U(1) puncture.
the surface operators, it does provide us with a distinguished class whose T2d can be
readily identified.
In this approach, in order to construct the surface operator in T4d, we have to consider
vortex solutions in SU(N)×U(N)′ quiver gauge theory.
SU(N) U(N)0SU(N)B SU(N)A
Qˆ Q Q0
Thursday, April 18, 13
Let ξ be the FI parameter for the U(N)′ gauge group. In the phase of the theory where
U(N)′ is Higgsed, the fields Q′ks transforming in the bi-fundamental representation of
U(N)′ × SU(N)A get a non-zero vev
√
ξ. Dynamical vortex configurations arise in this
phase when this vev gets angular dependence in (x2, x3) plane. Schematically, the profile
of Q and Q′ in (x2, x3) ∼ (r, θ) plane goes as,
Q′ ∼
√
ξ
reinθ√
r2 + ρ2
, Q ∼
√
ξ
ρ√
r2 + ρ2
. (6.1)
The parameter ρ is interpreted as the thickness of the vortex string. The tension of the
vortex is 2piξ. The gauge group U(N)′ is completely Higgsed and is “locked” with the
flavor group SU(N)A. In order to obtain the surface operator in the Higgsed theory, we
have to take the limit
ρ→ 0, ξ →∞, ρ
√
ξ = const. (6.2)
This completely removes the fields Q′ and leads to the reduced theory: SU(N) SCQCD
but with singularity for the Q field. This is exactly the singularity resulting from (5.22).
The SU(N) gauge field also gets the singularity as expected from (5.22).
The quickest way to summarize the discussion is through the brane diagram 9. Higgsing
of U(N)′ corresponds to moving the NS5′ brane away from the D4 branes. Vortices in this
phase map to D2 branes stretching between NS5′ and D4 branes. The scaling limit (6.2)
means taking the NS5′ brane all the way to infinity, corresponding to the surface operator
in SCQCD.
The vortex string approach to surface operators was used in [12] to compute its index.
We will see that the superconformal index computed in a more direct way matches with
the index computed there.
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NS5 NS50NS500
D4
Thursday, April 18, 13
NS5
NS50
NS500
D4
D2
Thursday, April 18, 13
Figure 9. The first figure shows the Hanany-Witten brane setup for the N = 2 SU(N) × SU(N)
quiver gauge theory. As we move NS′ brane away from D4 branes, new D2 branes develop be-
tween NS5′ and D4. They represent half-BPS vortex string solutions in the N = 2 theory. Their
infinite tension limit engineers the surface operators in the reduced theory i.e. SCQCD. This limit
corresponds to moving the NS5′ brane off to infinity.
Qˆ Q
q q˜
'
SU(N) SU(N)ASU(N)B
zibi ai
⇠↵U(k)
4d
2d
Thursday, April 18, 13
Figure 10. The 2d-4d quiver gauge theory corresponding to the brane setup of figure 9. This is
very similar to the system studied in section 5.5. The only difference is that the 2d theory has an
additional adjoint chiral field ϕ. The fugacities corresponding to various gauge and symmetries are
also indicated in the figure.
6.1 Their index
The gauge theory system corresponding to the brane setup in figure 9 can be easily read
off. Its quiver diagram is given in figure 10. This 2d-4d system is very similar to the
one whose index was computed in the last section. The difference being the additional 2d
adjoint chiral multiplet in this case. The index of the 2d part was computed in section 4.2.
Borrowing that result, the index of this coupled system is:
Ivortex2d-4d =
κN−1
N !
∮
TN−1
N−1∏
i=1
dzi
2piizi
∏
i,j Γ(
pq
t zi/zj)∏
i 6=j Γ(zi/zj)
∏
i,j
Γ((xziaj)
±√t)Γ
((
y
bi
zj
)±√
t
)
×I(4)k
(
z,a, (x
√
t/p)1/2, p−1; q,
pq
t
)
. (6.3)
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SU(N) SU(N)ASU(N)B
U(k)
4d
2d
SU(N) SU(N)ASU(N)B
U(k)
Hopping
Friday, April 19, 13
Figure 11. Hopping of the surface operator coming from vortex strings.
The explicit expression for I(4)k is found in eq. (4.13). Here, the adjoint chiral multiplet of
the 2d theory is also charged under the U(1)e symmetry, the commutant of (2, 2) algebra
inside 4d N = 2 algebra. Its charge can be encoded in the index by setting d = (t/q)e−1 =
p−1. Like in the previous case, using (5.27), the factors of ∆ function can be absorbed into
Γ function.
Ivortex2d-4d =
κN−1
N !
∮
TN−1
N−1∏
i=1
dzi
2piizi
∏
i,j Γ(
pq
t zi/zj)∏
i 6=j Γ(zi/zj)
∏
i,j
Γ
((
y
bi
zj
)±√
t
)
×
∑
{ni}
N∏
i,j
Γ((p−nixziaj)±
√
t)
ni−1∏
n=0
∆(pn−njzj/zi). (6.4)
The 2d contribution can be conveniently summarized in terms of a difference operator Sk
as follows:
Ivortex2d-4d =
κN−1
N !
∮
TN−1
N−1∏
i=1
dzi
2piizi
∏
i,j Γ(
pq
t zi/zj)∏
i 6=j Γ(zi/zj)
×
(
Sk ·
∏
i,j
Γ((xziaj)
±√t)
)∏
i,j
Γ
((
y
bi
zj
)±√
t
)
.
where,
Sk · f(zi) =
∑
{ni}
N∏
i,j
f(p−nizi)
ni−1∏
n=0
∆(pn−njzj/zi). (6.5)
This is exactly the difference operator studied in [12] (modulo an overall fractional shift by
pk/N ). This difference operator was conjectured to introduce a half-BPS surface operator
in an N = 2 superconformal field theory. Here we have explicitly verified the conjecture
for quiver type theories. Thanks to the “self-adjointness” of Sk proved in [12], we have:
Ivortex2d-4d =
κN−1
N !
∮
TN−1
N−1∏
i=1
dzi
2piizi
∏
i,j Γ(
pq
t zi/zj)∏
i 6=j Γ(zi/zj)
× (6.6)
×
∏
i,j
Γ((xziaj)
±√t)
(
Sk ·
∏
i,j
Γ
((
y
bi
zj
)±√
t
))
.
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This means, just like the surface operator studied in 5.5, the index of this surface operator
is same after hopping along the quiver, see figure 11. Repeating the arguments at the end
of section 5.5 we conclude that the index of this type of surface operator is also invariant
under generalized S-duality.
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A Properties of the multiplet index
A.1 Chiral multiplet index
It is useful to note the following properties of the θ(z; q) :=
∏∞
i=0(1 − xqi)(1 − qi+1/z)
function.
θ(qz; q) = −1
z
θ(z; q), θ(z−1; q) = θ(qz; q) = −1
z
θ(z; q) (A.1)
They translate into the following properties of the chiral multiplet index ∆(z; q, t):
∆(zq; q, t) =
1
t
∆(z; q, t), ∆(z; q, qt) = − 1
zt
∆(z; q, t), (A.2)
∆(zq/t; q, t) = 1/∆(z−1; q, t), ∆(z−1; q, t−1) =
1
t
∆(z; q, t). (A.3)
If we define the shift operators pz and pt satisfying the q-commutations: pxx = qxpx,
then (A.2) can be cast into an operator equations satisfied by ∆(z; q, t),
pz − 1/t = 0, pt + 1/zt = 0. (A.4)
Modular property. The θ(z; q) has a modular property,
θ(e2pii(−
ξ
τ
); e2pii(−
1
τ
)) = eipiB(ξ,τ)θ(e2piiξ; e2piiτ )
B(ξ, τ) =
ξ2
τ
− ξ − ξ
τ
+
1
6
(
τ +
1
τ
)
+
1
2
(A.5)
The index of the chiral multiplet is simply the ratio of two θ functions, so it inherits the
modular property as expected from any 2d superconformal index.
∆(e2pii(−
ξ
τ
); e2pii(−
1
τ
), e2pii(−
σ
τ
)) =
eipiB(ξ+σ,τ)θ(e2pii(ξ+σ); e2piiτ )
eipiB(ξ,τ)θ(e−2piiξ; e2piiτ )
= eipi
σ
τ
(2ξ+σ−τ−1)∆(e2piiξ; e2piiτ , e2piiσ) (A.6)
The modular property (A.6) makes the shift symmetries (A.2) manifest.
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A.2 Vector multiplet index
The vector multiplet IV (q.t) = (q; q)2/θ(t, q) satisfies the properties:
IV (q, qt) = IV (t−1, q) = −t IV (t, q) ⇒ pt + t = 0. (A.7)
It has interesting modular transformation properties as well. Making use of (2.11),
IV (e2pii(−στ ), e2pii(− 1τ ))
IV (e2piiσ, e2piiτ ) = limξ→0
∆(e2piiξ; e2piiτ , e2piiσ)
∆(e2pii(−
ξ
τ
); e2pii(−
1
τ
), e2pii(−
σ
τ
))
1− e2piiξ
1− e2pii(− ξτ )
IV (e2pii(−στ ), e2pii(− 1τ )) = −τe−ipi στ (σ−τ−1)IV (e2piiσ, e2piiτ ). (A.8)
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